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Abstract
Electron cyclotron waves are widely used in magnetic confinement de-
vices, specially in those involved in nuclear fusion research, to heat the elec-
trons and achieve the ignition temperature. A still unsolved issue is the
determination of the exact position where the cyclotron power is absorbed
by the plasma.
Although a verified theoretical method exists to determine the absorbed
zone, it relies on local and integral density and temperature values, quantities
that are not known with sufficient precision.
The basics of a technique that allows determining the cyclotron power
deposition profile independently have been developed in this thesis, which is
applicable to recent and historical FTU tokamak data and can be used as a
reliable real-time closed-loop control system of MHD instabilities in future
tokamaks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Little review of the energetic resources
We live in a world in constant growth, were the human population has gone
from 4 billion (1975) to 7 billion (2015) in only 40 years, and we are likely to
reach the 8.7 billion by 2035 according to the actual trends. In addition, the
GDP per person is expected to be 75% higher than today. So we are facing
a world more populated and with more energy demand per person.
However, the projected growth rate of global energy consumption is signif-
icantly slower than the recent trend (2.4% p.a. for 2000-13). This slowdown
is most marked in non-OECD Asia, where growth has averaged 7% p.a. since
2000 and is projected to slow to 2.5% p.a. between 2013 and 2035. This re-
flects the end of the phase of rapid growth in energy demand in developing
Asia, centred on China, driven by industrialization and electrification.
Still, all kind of fuels show growth over the forecast period, with the
fastest growth seen in renewables (6.4% p.a.), and the global energy demand
is expected to grow in a 41% between 2015 and 2035 [4].
1.2 Energetic issues
Despite the improvement on renewables and the low carbon politics (such as
Montreal or Kyoto Protocol) fossil fuels are predicted to fulfil the 81% (from
the 86% at 2013) of the world energy demand by 2035, although all the fossil
fuel shares are clustered around 26-28% with no single dominant fuel, a first
since the Industrial Revolution. This means the CO2 emissions will still be a
huge environmental problem and we need other low-carbon energies to stand
in for the fossil fuels which have an enormous environmental impact.
Another problem we have to face is that we cannot guarantee a long-term
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supply of fossil fuels and we cannot rely on the hypothesis of finding a way
to still use them in a long future. We have got only a few decades, perhaps
a hundred years of fossil fuels left, and we should not burn all of it because
of all the carbon released in the air.
Renewables are rapidly growing and proving wrong most of the bad state-
ments like the variability of the electricity produced by them. The Interna-
tional Energy Agency said that there has been too much attention on this
issue: it only applies to certain renewable technologies (mainly wind power
and solar photovoltaic) and its significance depends on a range of factors
which include the market penetration of the renewables concerned, the bal-
ance of plant and the wider connectivity of the system, as well as the demand
side flexibility.
Variability will rarely be a barrier to increased renewable energy deploy-
ment. But at high levels of market penetration it requires careful analysis
and management, and additional costs may be required for back-up or system
modification. So they are a good solution although they need other reliable
continuous energy production.
This need for a constant energy production may lead to a nuclear re-
naissance, but fission has some other problems to face. First of all, a sin-
gle 1000 MW nuclear power plant produces about 27 t of spent nuclear fuel
(unprocessed) every year and the amount of HLW worldwide is currently
increasing by about 12 000 t every year.
The proliferation is another issue to be faced by nuclear fission power. The
NPT is ensured by two organizations: the NSG controls the export and re-
transfer of materials that may be applicable to nuclear weapon development
and the IAEA implements safeguards to verify that nuclear energy is not
used for military purposes. Even so, it is not said that all the states that
have joined the NPT are indeed respecting it and there are also non-signatory
states.
Furthermore, some serious accidents have been occurred in spite of the
very high safety, see for example Chernobyl, Tree Mile Island or recently
Fukushima.
Fusion may be an excellent alternative that overcome many of these prob-
lems: it is clean and safe; emits no CO2, NOx or SOx ; produces no long-lasting
radioactive waste; has a virtually inexhaustible fuel widely available and
other interesting features. However, highly complex and multidisciplinary
technical issues still need to be solved before becoming economically suit-
able for a commercial power plant; consequently, research in fusion should
be encouraged and funded.
4
1.3 Why Fusion
Safety
In a fusion power plant the reactor only produces energy when the tempera-
ture and pressure are finely balanced; as soon as the reactor loses the suitable
conditions (purity, vacuum, temperature, density, magnetic field, etc) it stops
immediately. A meltdown as in fission is not possible since the density is so
small that the remaining heat can be extracted in terms of seconds.
Fusion is not a chain reaction, unlike fission. The neutrons and helium
produced by a fusion reaction do not produce further reactions. Even at
ignition, if the process begins to run too fast, the extra heat actually begins
to hamper the reaction, and will slow the reaction down again. There is
no possibility of a catastrophic accident or a runaway in a fusion reactor
resulting in major release of radioactivity to the environment or injury to
non-staff.
It is highly implausible that a small-scale nuclear fusion system could be
built, and then operated, in a clandestine fashion to produce material for even
one weapon in two years, due to the large size and power consumption of the
facility that would be required; it would be clearly visible by, for example,
the continuous power it would consume and ultimately have to dissipate, at
least some 40 MW. In comparison, first-generation centrifuge plants used
to produce highly enriched uranium for fission power plants are much less
conspicuous and can be operated to produce material for one weapon per
year with less than 0.5 MW of power, similar to many industrial operations.
While the production potential is significant in principle, it would be easy
for inspectors to detect the covert production of weapon-usable material in
a declared nuclear fusion power plant.
The final scenario examined is breakout, where weapon-usable material
is produced as quickly as possible and without concealment. The researchers
estimate that the minimum period that would be required after breakout
to produce any weapon-usable material in a fusion power plant would be
one to two months. They also note that fusion power plants require many
supporting facilities, such as power inputs and cooling towers, which could
potentially be shut down without risk of nuclear contamination, and therefore
prevent material from being produced.
Availability
Fuels for fusion are abundant, cheap and widely distributed, which makes
the supply very easy. Lithium is widely distributed on earth; it can be
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extracted from minerals and can also be recycled. There are about 10 Mt
of lithium in reserves (i.e. proven deposits that can be extracted economi-
cally) and other 25 Mt in known deposits (such that extraction is possible)
(US Geological Survey 2008) which would provide Lithium for fusion energy
over several thousands of years. Notwithstanding deployment of electric cars
could dominate the market, a market combination is possible because Fu-
sion deployment needs 6Li rather than 7Li [11]. In seawater there is 0.17 g/t
which means there are roughly 226.000 Mt of additional Lithium that can be
extracted as a last resort.
Deuterium can easily be distilled from water; is present in all forms of
water and can easily be separated from hydrogen due to the very different
isotopic mass (Deuterium has double the mass of Hydrogen).
Tritium is only needed to start the machine, the reactor will produce its
own tritium, and only a small amount of it will be requested to start-up the
reactor (start-up tritium inventory for fusion reactor is about 7 kg).
Sustainability
Fusion is ecologically sustainable: The fusion energy density is notably higher
than other energy sources since is not a chemical reaction but a much more
energetic nuclear reaction, achieving about 1% mass-to-energy conversion;
this means small amounts of terrain are needed. In addition, there are no
direct CO2 emissions that contribute to the greenhouse effect and global
warming, nor are there NOx or SOx emissions that causes pollution and acid
rain. What is more, there is virtually no formation of radionuclides other than
tritium (which is reused as a fuel) thus no long-lasting radioactive waste is
produced. Even though the walls of the reactor will be activated, a careful
choice of materials will allow recycling them in less than a hundred years.
Fusion is socially sustainable: The fuel is cheap, abundant and widely
spread so no wars or social instabilities will be caused for the fuel; what is
more, fusion will reduce the inequality between countries and their energy
dependence on other countries and again wars and international conflicts are
more likely to be avoided.
Fusion is economically sustainable: USA spends $650 billions a year in
subsidies to energy and fusion represents only 0.5%; Europe’s contribution
to ITER is less than 1% of the total spent in Europe on oil alone; hence
fusion is not over funded at all. Moreover, Peak oil will create a gap between
the energy demand and the energy produced, increasing significantly the
feasibility of other non-oil energy sources.
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Chapter 2
Nuclear Fusion energy research
Fusion Power is based on a nuclear reaction where two nuclides fuse together
in a bigger nuclide when they have enough energy to overcome the elec-
trostatic repulsion that keep the nuclides apart. The strong nuclear force
become stronger than the electromagnetic force only when the nuclides get
really close together and that takes a lot of energy. To do that, the plasma
is heated to a very high temperature (hundreds of millions degrees).
The mass of the final nuclide is slightly smaller than the sum of the initial
nuclides; this lack of mass can be understood as the binding energy of the
nucleons and can be calculated using the E = mc2 equation. Using this
process, a really small amount of mass can be converted to a huge amount
of energy, thus fusion is expected to be one of the energies that will power
the future.
2.1 The tokamak device
Even though there are other ways to confine the plasma like inertial or
gravitational confinement we will focus on the magnetic confinement, more
precisely on the tokamak, the most developed nuclear fusion reactor in the
present day. A tokamak is a torus shaped device that confines the plasma
in a magnetic cage produced by electromagnets and it is the most promising
approach to fusion energy.
In a tokamak the charged particles are forced to orbit around the magnetic
lines mainly produced by the toroidal field coils and twisted by the poloidal
field coils and the inner current of the plasma itself, induced by the central
solenoid (see in figure 2.1). The twist is needed to counteract the drift that
leads the plasma outside the chamber.
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Figure 2.1: Tokamak magnetic confinement. The magnetic field lines are the
result of the combination of poloidal and toroidal magnetic induction.
2.2 The fusion reaction
The fusion reaction that will light the first fusion power plants will be the
D-T reaction:
2
1H + 31H −−→ 42He + 10n + 17.6 MeV
Helium is not a neutral particle therefore it is trapped in the confinement
with the plasma; its 3.5 MeV of kinetic energy that help heating the plasma
may eventually self-sustain the reaction in the future (ignition).
The neutron instead escape the plasma and hits the wall of the reactor
releasing its 14.1 MeV of kinetic energy; a refrigerating system is used to
cool down the walls and use their energy to power a turbine and produce
electricity; using the right materials for the PFC the neutron can also be
used to breed tritium, allowing the reactor to be tritium self-sufficient.
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2.3 Operation of a tokamak
The vacuum vessel is the main structure that house the walls of the reactor;
it is sealed and has windows for diagnostic systems and external heating.
Mechanical and cryogenic pumps extracts the air out of the vessel until the
pressure is dropped to one millionth of normal atmospheric pressure; the
vacuum is needed to avoid the presence of impurities and to keep the plasma
isolated form the walls.
Electromagnetic coils create a magnetic field that forces the plasma to
go around the torus and prevents it to hit the walls; this is crucial because
no material can hold several million degrees of temperature and if a plasma
particle hits the wall the plasma will both damage the wall and lose energy.
In certain reactors, several coils are cooled with liquid helium down to 4.2 K
in order to reach superconductivity, achieving stronger magnetic fields.
Blankets cover the interior of the vacuum vessel, providing shielding to
the components of the reactor from the heat and radiation; they also contain
Lithium so the neutron reacts with it producing tritium; they are modular,
remotely removable and cooled by a refrigerating system.
The device comprise the full range of modern plasma diagnostic tech-
niques, including lasers, X-rays, neutron cameras, impurity monitors, particle
spectrometers, radiation bolometers, pressure and gas analysis, and optical
fibres.
External heating systems are needed to heat the plasma to a temperature
of 150 million degrees, such as ohmic heating. Plasma has a very low but
non zero resistivity (of the order of a millionth of an Ohm), small as it may
be, allows low-density plasmas to be heated to temperatures of the order
of a million degrees by inducing a current in the plasma. Nonetheless, it
becomes less efficient as the resistivity decreases with the temperature; as a
result, ohmic heating itself is insufficient to reach fusion in current man-made
machines and other heating systems have been developed to complement it.
Other heating systems are neutral beam injection (NBI), electron and ion
cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH and ICRH) and lower hybrid resonance
heating (LHRH). The first one shots neutral particles inside the chamber
than collides with the plasma particles transferring them their kinetic energy,
while the others use high-frequency electromagnetic waves that match the
resonance frequency of the particles transferring energy to them. Specially
important for this thesis is ECRH, explained in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3
Electron cyclotron radiation
The need for alternative heating power in addition to the Ohmic heating
power is present since the early days of tokamak research. The electromag-
netic waves at electron cyclotron frequency are widely used to interact with
the plasma because they provide an efficient antenna-plasma coupling with
a high power density, a narrow power deposition and with no need of an in-
vessel antenna that may cause impurities in the plasma. They are specially
used both for heating (ECRH) and diagnosing (ECE) purposes but they can
also be used to induce current to the plasma (ECCD) and to control MHD
instabilities.
3.1 Advantages and applications
EC resonance heating, unlike NBI, works well at low densities because the
interaction plasma-wave does not depend on the number of particles, making
ECRH a very helpful tool in early operating phases and in current termina-
tion phase while avoiding density-limit disruptions [10].
EC waves can also be used to induce central current (ECCD) in a non-
inductive way; non-inductive current drive can lead to longer tokamak pulses,
even to a steady-state operation, and are also used to locally modify the
current profile and cure instabilities [6].
Furthermore, EC waves can be launched in vacuum and propagate di-
rectly into the plasma; consequently, the launching structure of the ECRH
can be placed far away from the plasma where it does not affect the reactor
magnetic field and can be easily maintained.
Last but not least, ECRH has the ability to deposit energy in a local-
ized zone thanks to its narrow deposition profile; this unique feature makes
ECRH a suitable alternative to real-time closed-loop control of MHD insta-
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bilities in future tokamaks, such as saw-tooth control and NTM suppression.
ECRH can also be used to achieve and maintain specifics density and elec-
tron temperature profiles. From this point, it is clear to recognize the need of
knowing the exact position where the energy is absorbed; in order to throw
some light on this issue, some basics on plasma waves physics are studied in
the following paragraphs.
3.2 Wave emission
An electron moving in a uniform static magnetic field emits radiation prin-
cipally at the cyclotron frequency; it is called cyclotron radiation when al-
most all the radiation is emitted in the fundamental harmonics and only low
harmonics of this frequency slightly contribute to the emission spectrum.
Alternatively, in the limit of highly relativistic electrons, higher harmonics
contribute significantly to the spectrum and it is called synchrotron radiation.
The EC emission is anisotropic so the observed intensity depends on the
direction of the detector relative to the source. It consists of a fundamen-
tal at the EC frequency together with harmonics, whose relative intensities
depend on the electron temperature. Hence we may determine the electron
temperature by measuring the width of the cyclotron line or its harmonics.
3.3 Wave propagation
The refraction index of the plasma does not differ much from the refraction
index of free space as long as the plasma edge density is not too high; hence,
an electromagnetic wave in the EC resonance frequency range propagates
almost as in free space. That means the waves are almost perfectly matched
to the plasma until they reach the resonant layer. This interaction is achieved
when the following resonance condition is satisfied:
γ − N‖p‖
m0c
− nΩ(R)
ω
= 0
where γ is the relativistic factor, N‖ is the parallel refractive index, p‖ is the
relativistic momentum of the electron, m0 is the rest mass of the electron,
n is the harmonic number, Ω(R) is the EC frequency and ω is the wave
frequency [9].
Tokamak geometry makes it difficult to launch waves along the magnetic
field, hence only the waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field
have been described [5].
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Figure 3.1: Dispersion curves for
O-mode.
Figure 3.2: Dispersion curves for
X-mode.
Waves propagating perpendicular to B-field
It is easier to understand the propagation phenomena by studying the partic-
ular cases separately; two families of solutions makes the determinant equal
to zero: The first one, N2 = ε3, is the ordinary mode (O-mode) and it is
the same wave that propagates in a field-free plasma; it is unaffected by the
presence of a magnetic field because the wave electric field is parallel to it and
impinges the particles in the same direction, therefore producing no Lorentz
force. For the O-mode
ω2 = ω2pe + k2c2
presents a cut-off frequency at ωpe and no resonance frequency; the propaga-
tion velocity tends to c when ω goes to infinity, see figure 3.1 [3].
The second one is the extraordinary mode (X-mode), and unlike the O-
mode, it is affected by the presence of a magnetic field. For the X-mode
N2 = k
2c2
ω2
= (ω
2 − ω2R)(ω2 − ω2L)
(ω2 − ω2LH)(ω2 − ω2UH)
where the lower hybrid and the upper hybrid frequencies are
ω2UH = Ω2e + ω2pe
ω2LH =
Ωi |Ωe|
(
1 + meΩ2e
miω2pe
)
1 + Ω2e
ω2pe
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X-mode presents a cut-off at ωL and ωR frequencies, and a resonance at ωLH
and ωUH frequencies, see figure 3.2.
3.4 Wave absorption
Despite absorption is a kinetic effect on a microscopic scale, it can be de-
scribed in the frame of the cold plasma dispersion relation. In the frequency
range of interest, the ions do not contribute significantly. The resonant layer
of absorption can be easily controlled by steering a well focused narrow mi-
crowave beam to the proper poloidal position.
Frequency or wavelength must be chosen to satisfy the plasma dispersion
relation and allow the wave to deposit its energy in a layer corresponding to
a plasma resonance. The X-mode is more efficient to heat the plasma, but
it reaches the cut-off before the deposition zone; going higher in harmonics
allows the wave to reach the deposition layer, although losing efficiency. An-
other solution is using the O-mode at fundamental resonance (as in FTU)
launched from the LFS.
Optical thickness
The optical thickness of a plasma is the ratio of incident to transmitted
energy, for the O-mode is
τ
(O)
1 =
pi
2
√
1−
(
ωpe
ωce
)2 (ωpe
ωce
)2 ( Te
mec2
)
ωceRris
c
ωpe =
√
nee2
m∗ε0
≈ 5.64× 104 s−1√ne
ωce =
eB
m
≈ 1.76× 107 s−1 ·B
The ratio of energy transmitted, i.e. non absorbed, is equal to e−τ ; hence
energy deposition is more efficient and narrower in hot and dense plasmas.
In FTU, the absorption of the waves in the vicinity of the resonance layer is
almost complete in a single path even at moderate plasma parameters.
3.5 Power deposition zone
Even though the refraction index of the plasma does not differ much from
the refraction index of the vacuum, it varies slightly along the path followed
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by the ECRH beam, and it is being diffracted. As seen in section 3.1, it is of
a very importance knowing the deposition zone for better understanding on
ECRH system operation, but specially for MHD instabilities controlling: in-
accurate pointing of the ECRH beam may not only fail to control or suppress
the instability but also make it even worse.
Some numeric calculation codes exist and are used to determine the path
that the ECRH beam will take in the plasma in order to predict theoreti-
cally the deposition zone; however, these methods rely on parameters such
as temperature or density that are not known with enough precision and
their measurement is made on assumptions that are not always satisfied. In
practice, the actual deposition zone remains unknown.
Knowing the real deposition zone would permit active real-time MHD in-
stabilities controlling and subsequently better operation limits; for example,
well localized EC waves can reduce or eliminate neoclassical tearing mode
islands. The developing of a technique that calculates the exact deposition
zone without relying in indirect measurements is the main purpose of this
thesis.
15
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Part II
Experimental method
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Chapter 4
The FTU device
4.1 Main parameters of FTU
FTU stands for Frascati Tokamak Upgrade and it was built in Frascati,
Italy in 1990; the FTU is the successor of the Frascati Tokamak, which
has operated at 10 T. Unlike its predecessor, FTU is more compact and it
operates at 8 T with a plasma current of 1.6 MA. The main parameters are
indicated in table 4.1 [8].
Table 4.1: FTU main parameters.
Magnetic field 2 T to 8 T
Major radius 0.935 m
Minor radius 0.305 m
Plasma current 0.2 MA to 1.6 MA
Flattop duration 1.5 s
Temperature of first wall 77 K
Repetition rate 20 min
Maximum linear density 4× 1020 m−3
Maximum electron temperature 15 keV
Maximum energy confinement 0.12 s
Maximum neutron yield 1.3× 1013 s−1
A large number of physicists and engineers working on FTU have been
involved in the operation of JET; it should also be noted that for several
years, research has been conducted in the frame of the preparation of the
next-step machine, ITER, benefiting from the fact of being one of the few
experiments in the world to operate in a domain whose parameters are close
to ITER.
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Table 4.2: Main parameters of the FTU Heating Systems.
LHCD ECRH IBW
Frequency 8 GHz 140 GHz 433 MHz
Power per tube 1 MW 0.5 MW 0.5 MW
Pulse length 1 s 0.5 s 1 s
Number of tubes 6 gyrotrons 4 gyrotrons 2 klystrons
Number of ports 2 2 2
Window position 20 cm Outside cryostat Outside cryostat
Max. launched power 2.2 MW 1.6 MW 0.4 MW
As a high-magnetic-field compact tokamak, FTU has the advantage of
producing thermonuclear plasmas at high plasma density, low impurity con-
centration, and a relatively low beta; thus allowing operation with high MHD
limits as well as high Greenwald density limits. The main purpose of FTU
is to develop scenarios relevant for burning physics experiments and the un-
derlying physics understanding.
The magnetic field is produced from circular nitrogen-cooled magnetic
coils; the plasma shape is also circular and is delimited by poloidal and
toroidal limiters, there is no divertor system. The list of the main param-
eters of the heating systems is shown in table 4.2. FTU is equipped with
diagnostics that are standard diagnostics for tokamak studies, such as inter-
ferometers, Thomson scattering, ECE, reflectometry, spectrometry, X rays
or neutrons.
4.2 The ECRH system
The ECRH system (see figure 4.1) uses a set of gyrotrons to emit power-
ful electromagnetic radiation in order to heat the electrons of the plasma.
More precisely, it heats the electrons that enter into resonance with the wave
injected, i.e. those whose frequency matches the frequency of the waves emit-
ted. Wave particle resonances occur when the electrons feel in their reference
frame a constant force when the electric field is in phase with their motion
[2].
In FTU, four 550 kW, 140 GHz gyrotrons couple to the plasma up to
1.6 MW EC waves, injected from the LFS at the fundamental resonance in
the ordinary mode (O-mode, n = 1). In this mode, the wave can propagate
as long as the frequency is greater than the electron plasma frequency ωpe,
which defines a cut-off density ne = 4× 1020 m−3. Going higher in harmonics
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the ECRH system and FTU tokamak.
allows to achieve the resonance layer in thicker plasmas although reducing
the absorption efficiency. It is also more difficult to have the technology at
such high frequencies.
The launching system is a quasi-optical antenna that delivers four beams
with a radius of ∼20 mm and can be steered both poloidal and toroidal
independently with movable mirrors.
4.3 The ECE diagnostic system
Electrons travelling through the torus experience an acceleration due to
Lorentz force, causing them to gyrate around a magnetic line and thus to
emit electromagnetic radiation. The period of the orbit is independent of the
energy of the particle and is given by the expression ωce = eBm , where e is the
elementary charge, m is the mass of the electron and B is the magnetic field
strength. In a plasma dense and hot enough the electron cyclotron frequency
depends only on the electron temperature and is independent of all the other
plasma parameters.
In a tokamak, the separation between two consecutive electromagnets is
smaller in the inner part (HFS) and bigger in the outer part (LFS); hence
the magnetic field strength is inversely proportional to the major radius of
the torus, Bt(R) ∝ R−1, and so is the frequency of the radiation emitted.
Knowing the magnetic field strength profile, the frequency emission can be
determined by the radius. Therefore, measuring the ECE power allows to
calculate the electron temperature as a function of radius. Theoretically,
also the density can be inferred from ECE measurements; however, multiple
reflection at the walls makes this less straightforward in practice that might
at first appear.
In FTU, the ECE diagnostic system includes a light collection system, a
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the ECE antenna.
fast-scanning Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) and a grating polychro-
mator (GPC) [12]. The light collection system is an antenna (see figure 4.2)
that collects the radiation from the plasma and guides it to the FTS, where a
two-beam interferometer with variable path difference produces a interfero-
gram. The variable path is achieved using a complex helical mirror spinning
at 50 Hz simulates a plain mirror moving linearly.
The spectrum of the electromagnetic radiation is obtained using the
Fourier transform of the interferogram. The GPC measures the plasma tem-
perature at 12 different positions with a time resolution of 30 µs using a
low-pass filter that reduces the noise level. To do that, the grating divides
the ece beam into different frequencies (see figure 4.4), redirecting each one
into a channel; the polychromator lattice has been detailed at figure 4.3. The
measure of the temperature has to be calibrated with the interferometer.
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Figure 4.3: Diffraction of a plain wave in the plain polychromator lattice,
where d sin θi − d sin θo = nλ.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the polychromator.
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Chapter 5
The onset derivative technique
As seen in section 3.5, the real exact deposition zone is unknown in present
reactors. When considering the heat continuity condition ∇ · (−neχe∇Te) =
Pheating at steady state, the experimental observation of profile stiffness with
ECRH is that localization of a large heating power density Pheating at the
EC waves deposition radius rdep does not cause a change in the Te profile
curvature ∇2Te. Profile stiffness implies that the electron heat diffusivity
χe must adjust itself during ECRH to keep the gradient ∇Te constant [7].
There is no information of the ECRH beam or the deposition profile at steady
state, but in transients it is possible to extract information; this permits the
developing of a technique to calculate the ECRH power deposition profile
using ECE diagnostic when there is a jump in ECRH.
5.1 The plasma-energy balance equation
The equation of the plasma-energy balance takes the form
dW
dt
= Pabs − Ploss
where Pabs is the ECRH power and Ploss is the total loss power [1]. For steady
state Pabs = Ploss, but in a ECRH jump the Pabs experiences a prompt jump
while Ploss remains unchanged at first. Hence the Pabs can be determined:
Pabs =
dWe
dt(t=t
+
0 )
− dWe
dt(t=t
−
0 )
where t0 is the instant of the ECRH jump and We is the plasma energy. The
jump in ECRH power can be calculated as
∆PECRH(r) =
∂
∂t
(3
2ne(r, t)Te(r, t)
)(t=t+0 ) − ∂
∂t
(3
2ne(r, t)Te(r, t)
)(t=t−0 )
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Assuming that the density remains constant in the brief jump time, the
formula can be writted
∆PECRH(r) =
3
2ne(r, t)
(∂Te(r, t)
∂t
)(T=T+o )
−
(
∂Te(r, t)
∂t
)(T=T−o )
5.2 The electron-temperature evolution
When the ECRH system is turned on and the wave transfers energy to the
plasma, the electron temperature starts to increase at different rates; i.e.
the temperature in the vicinity of the deposition zone will increase promptly
whereas the temperature of a distant zone will experience a gentle slope.
Therefore the temperature evolution contains information on the power de-
position profile until the heat diffusion becomes significant, the heat starts
to spread and the information is no longer available. Thus the observation
time is of crucial importance for the measurement; if it is too short, the
noise of the signal will ruin the quality of the fitting; if it is too long, then
other processes may affect the measurements of the power deposition profile.
The optimum observation times have been determined experimentally since
it remains unclear how to predict it theoretically [1].
5.3 Power deposition profile
Assuming that the fitting time is brief enough, the ratio of change on the
derivative of every channel is equal to the energy power density deposition
and the power deposition profile can be reconstructed by plotting all twelve
ratios of change and fitting them with a Gaussian (see figure). The deposition
zone can be determined as the coordinate where the Gaussian fitting of the
power deposition profile has a maximum.
5.4 Determination of the radius
Every ECE channel measures the radiation intensity of a certain frequency;
the radiation of such frequency comes from a very specific zone with a mag-
netic field strength equal to B = mωce
en
, where m is the mass of an electron, ωce
is the fundamental electron cyclotron frequency, e is the elementary charge
and n is the harmonic number. In FTU is used the second harmonic not
only to avoid direct radiation from the fundamental ECRH emission but also
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because the fundamental ECE emitted by the electrons can be reabsorbed
again in the plasma.
It is known that the magnetic field strength is inversely proportional to
the radius, Bt(R) ∝ R−1, hence every ECE channel is measuring the electron
temperature at a certain radius. However, the magnetic field strength varies
during the experiment and so does the radius at which the ECE channel is
pointing; therefore the temperature of every channel needs to be refereed to
the proper radius at the moment of interest.
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Chapter 6
The code functioning
A short Python code is used to access the data of the FTU cluster and writes
it in files in such a way that the Fortran code can read; then calls the For-
tran subroutine that do all the numeric calculations, fittings and plots. The
interface generator F2PY is used to compile the Fortran code in a way that
Python can understand, using the Fortran program as a subroutine included
in a file that is imported in the Python program. Some options and param-
eters can be changed in the panel input file without needing to recompile
the codes; for instance, the channels requested, the plotting parameters, the
degree of the fitting polynomial or the number of points used for the fitting.
6.1 Detection of the ECRH start up
The program reads the data from the ECRH signal and automatically detect
when it is turned on and when it has reached the maximum power. It uses
this information to select the points for the fitting of the polychromator
signals, and it also skip some points to avoid pick-up in the outward channels.
Pick-up is produced when the radiation emitted from the ECRH source is
not perfectly absorbed and the residual radiation that is not absorbed is
received instantaneously at the polychromator. It is specially important in
outward channels with a high noise-signal ratio. The ECE signal experiments
a sudden step that does not correspond to a rise of a temperature, but to a
not absorbed ECRH direct radiation.
6.2 Fitting loop and power deposition profile
For every channel requested, the polychromator signal is loaded, fitted and
calculated its increment of gradient. The first loop the program automatically
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searches the points that correspond to the time when ECRH is turned on
and off and apply the fitting algorithm in using the calibration points as a
reference. Then the curves are fitted using a subroutine with the calibration
points, the number of points to fit and the polynomial grade; four fittings
are done for every channel, right before and after the two calibration times,
corresponding to the switch-on and the switch-off. The derivatives of every
channel are calculated for every fitting; the ratios of change of the derivative,
i.e. the subtraction, is storage in a array to plot it afterwards. The radius is
determined at both moments of switch-on and switch-off.
6.3 Data saving and plotting
The program saves all the information in data files and has the possibility of
plotting the following information: the electron temperature of every channel,
the ECRH power, the electron temperature and its fittings of every channel
at switch-on and switch-off, a multiplot of all the fittings at switch-on and
switch-off and the power deposition profile at both switch-on and switch-off.
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Part III
Results and discussion
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Chapter 7
Results
The onset derivative technique described at chapter 5 have been applied in
the shot #14669 at the instant 0.05 s when the ECRH turn on. The shot
has been selected to guarantee no perturbation in the data like sawtooth
instability.
7.1 The electron-temperature evolution
The time evolution of the electron temperature of every ECE channel has
been plotted in figure 7.1 together with the ECRH power when it is turned
on. The energy is locally deposited in a certain region near the channel 8
(Req = 0.9745 m); the temperature of the channels near the deposition zone
start to rise immediately whereas the channels far away from it remain flat;
they will eventually rise as soon as the heat transport phenomena takes place
and the heat diffuses outwards.
7.2 Fitting
Every channel has been fitted right before and after the calibration time (i.e.
when the ECRH is turned on) and plotted all together in figure 7.2 (they are
not in scale with each other). The outer channels that are far away from the
plasma core, especially the first channels, receive a weak signal and therefore
have a bigger noise-signal ratio.
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Figure 7.1: Fitted ECE-temperature signals and ECRH power of the shot
#14669. The signals are not in the same reference system.
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Figure 7.2: Detail of every channel’s fitting of the shot #14669.
7.3 Power deposition profile
The ratio of change on the derivative of every channel, i.e. the energy power
density, has been plotted in figure 7.3; it has reconstructed the power de-
position profile by fitting them with a Gaussian. The deposition zone can
be determined as the coordinate where the Gaussian fitting of the power
deposition profile has a maximum.
It should be noted that the fitting is not perfect because the measuring
time, yet short, allows some heat to be diffused in the channels at the vicinity
of the power deposition zone. However, the only effect is a widened and less
localized Gaussian, with no consequences at the calculation of the EC power
deposition zone.
7.4 The technique when turning ECRH off
The onset derivative technique works similarly when the ECRH is turned off.
The channels near the deposition zone suddenly lose the input energy from
ECRH and they experiment a change in their gradient. The outer channels
that were receiving energy from the inner channels by heat transport continue
to receive it at first; again, if we measure the ratio of change of every channel
and fit these points with a Gaussian, we can determine the power deposition
profile likewise. See figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.3: Power deposition profile fitted with a Gaussian when ECRH is
turned on.
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Figure 7.4: Power deposition profile fitted with a negative Gaussian when
ECRH is turned off.
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Figure 7.5: Variation of radius pointing of every channel from the shot
#14669.
7.5 Determination of the radius
The radius at which ECE channels are pointing vary in time, and the ECE
measurements must be referenced to the proper radii. The position of every
channel along all the shot operation time is shown in figure 7.5. In the
figure 7.6 it is easy to see that the magnetic field at the moment of turn off
is bigger than at the turn on, causing the drift of the ECE channel pointing
zone outwards.
7.6 Comparison with theory
The EC power deposition profile has been plotted again in figure 7.7, now
together with the theoretical calculation of it that is used in ray-tracing cal-
culations. The theory calculation uses some parameters that are not always
reliable, and as a consequence the theoretical zone is shifted about 1 cm. This
may seem not very much, but in MHD stability control might be the differ-
ence in pointing inside or outside a magnetic island, with opposed effects.
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Figure 7.6: Radii of all channels plotted at the poloidal section of the FTU
tokamak. The upper half correspond to the moment of turn-on and the lower
half to the moment of turn-off
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Figure 7.7: Power deposition profile fitted with a Gaussian when ECRH is
turned on and the theoretical calculation.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The basics of a technique that allows determining independently the electron
cyclotron power deposition profile have been developed; the technique is
applicable to recent and historical FTU tokamak data and can be used as a
reliable real-time closed-loop control system of MHD instabilities in future
tokamaks. Although a verified theoretical method exists to determine the
absorbed zone, it relies on local and integral density and temperature values,
quantities that are not known with sufficient precision.
Further research is needed to apply the technique in real-time closed-loop
control of MHD instabilities. Ray-tracing code calibration and mirror posi-
tion calibration in highly neutron irradiated tokamaks like ITER, where no
electronic component can be close to the plasma, can be eventually realized
with this technique.
The ECE emission has been satisfactory used to determine independently
the ECRH power deposition profile, from which the power deposition zone
and the total power absorbed by the plasma can be calculated. The compar-
ison with the theory shows that the calculating methods used in ray-tracing
methods are not highly reliable.
The technique allows to determine the power deposition profile both when
the ECRH is turned on and when is turned off, theoretically works with every
significant ECRH jump; the robustness of the technique is further verified by
the fact that works even at the presence of a sawtooth collapse in the vicinity
of the ECRH jump.
Since this method requires only a few milliseconds, the ECRH can be
programmed to periodically turn off and on without loosing too much overall
power; the onset derivative method may determine the deposition zone, and
this information can be used to control and track where the ECRH beam
is pointing in real time using a closed loop feedback mechanism. Hence,
turning off periodically the ECRH just a few milliseconds permits to control
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and adjust the direction of the ECRH beam. The time needed for the fitting
depends on the resolution of the polychromator signals, it can be even shorter
if the ECE diagnostic is upgraded.
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Appendix A
ABBREVIATIONS
CANDU : CANada Deuterium Uranium.
EC : Electron Cyclotron.
ECE : Electron Cyclotron Emission.
ECCD : Electron Cyclotron Current Drive.
ECRH : Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating.
e.g. : exempli gratia, for example.
FTS : Fourier Transform Spectrometer.
FTU : Frascati Tokamak Upgrade.
GDP : Gross Domestic Production.
GPC : Graphic Polychromator.
HFS : High-Field Side.
HLW : High Level Waste. A type of nuclear waste created by reprocessing
spent nuclear fuel.
i.e. : id est, that is.
IAEA : International Atomic Energy Agency.
IBW : Ion Bernstein Wave.
ICRH : Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating
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ITER : International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor.
JET : Joint European Torus.
LFS : Low-Field Side.
LHCD : Low-Hybrid Current Drive.
LHRH : Lower Hybrid Resonance Heating.
MHD : Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics.
NBI : Neutral Beam Injection.
NTM : Neoclassical Tearing Mode.
NPT : Non-Proliferation Treaty, better known as Treaty of the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons.
NSG : Nuclear Suppliers Group.
OECD : Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
p.a. : per annum, every year, annually.
PFC : Plasma Facing Components.
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Appendix B
KEYWORDS
Beta : ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure.
Centrifuge plant : plant of gas centrifuges that perform isotope separation
and therefore uranium enrichment.
Cryostat : device that provides high vacuum, super-cool environment for
the vacuum vessel and the electromagnets.
Divertor : exhaust system that extracts waste gas and impurities from the
reactor.
Gaussian : widely used mathematical function that has a characteristic
symmetric "bell curve" shape.
Greenwald limit : operational limit for the density that typically leads
to a disruption if exceeded, although shaped plasmas are observed to
exceed it.
Gyrotron : vacuum electronic device capable to generate powerful high-
frequency radiation.
Interferometer : device that splits a light beam into two and then com-
pared to each other.
Ignition : point where the energy produced from a controlled nuclear fusion
reaction is able to maintain the conditions for further fusions by itself.
Klystron : specialized linear-beam vacuum tube that emits high radio fre-
quencies.
Limiter : small piece of material that projects a short distance into the
outer edge of the main plasma confinement area.
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Meltdown : accident in which severe overheating of the nuclear reactor
results in the melting of the reactor’s core.
Nuclear Renaissance : term used to refer to a possible nuclear power
industry revival.
Ordinary mode : perpendicular mode in which the dispersion relation is
the same as that in a unmagnetised plasma.
Peak oil : point in time when the maximum rate of extraction of petroleum
is reached, after which it is expected to enter terminal decline.
Polychromator : device that disperse light into different directions to iso-
late parts of the spectrum of the light.
Proliferation : spread of nuclear weapons, material and technology.
Runaway : accident in which the control of the nuclear reaction is lost
releasing a huge amount of energy in the form of heat and eventually
causing a nuclear explosion.
Spectrometer : device that measure the light intensity as a function of
frequency.
Tokamak : Russian acronym that stands for toroidal chamber with mag-
netic coils.
Superconductivity : property of certain materials to experience nearly
zero electrical resistivity below a certain temperature.
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Appendix C
Panel input
1 ****************************************************************************
2 * DATASET PER INSERIRE I PARAMETRI DAL PROGRAMMA PDP - 20/11/2015 *
3 ****************************************************************************
4 PANNELLO DI INSERIMENTO DEI PARAMETRI PER IL PROGRAMMA DI CALCOLO
5 DEI PROFILI DI DEPOSIZIONE SPERIMENTALI DI ECRH IN FTU
6
7 (I5) 14669 $ SHOT RICHIESTO
8 SELEZIONE CANALI ECEFAST DA INCLUDERE (1)/ ESCLUDERE (0)
9 #IPAN02 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 1
10 #IPAN03 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 2
11 #IPAN04 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 3
12 #IPAN05 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 4
13 #IPAN06 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 5
14 #IPAN07 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 6
15 #IPAN08 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 7
16 #IPAN09 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 8
17 #IPAN10 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 9
18 #IPAN11 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 10
19 #IPAN12 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 11
20 #IPAN13 (I1) 1 $ CANALE 12
21
22 ISTRUZIONI DEI FITTING
23 #IPAN14 (I2) 50 $ PUNTI PER IL FITTING PRE_ON ECRH
24 #IPAN15 (I2) 50 $ PUNTI PER IL FITTING POST_ON ECRH
25 #IPAN16 (I2) 50 $ PUNTI PER IL FITTING PRE_OFF ECRH
26 #IPAN17 (I2) 50 $ PUNTI PER IL FITTING POST_OFF ECRH
27 #IPAN18 (I1) 1 $ GRADO DEL POLINOMIO DI FITTING PRE_ON
28 #IPAN19 (I1) 1 $ GRADO DEL POLINOMIO DI FITTING POST_ON
29 #IPAN20 (I1) 1 $ GRADO DEL POLINOMIO DI FITTING PRE_OFF
30 #IPAN21 (I1) 1 $ GRADO DEL POLINOMIO DI FITTING POST_OFF
31 #CPAN08 (A1) M $ A/M CALIBRAZIONE FITTING AUTOMATICA O MANUALE
32
33 ISTRUZIONI DEI GRAFICI RICHIESTI
34 #CPAN01 (A1) Y $ Y/N 12 PLOT SPARI "_all.gif"
35 #CPAN02 (A1) Y $ Y/N 12 PLOT SPARI CON FIT "_fit.gif"
36 #CPAN03 (A1) Y $ Y/N PLOT PROFILO DI DEPOSIZIONE "_pdp.gif"
37 #CPAN04 (A1) Y $ Y/N MULTIPLOT SPARI CON FIT "_multi.gif"
38 #CPAN05 (A9) 940 ,705 $ SIZE OF THE PLOT (PIXELS)
39 #CPAN06 (A1) Y $ Y/N PLOT ECRH
40 #CPAN07 (A1) N $ Y/N PLOT DENSITA "side3ds.gif"
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Appendix D
Code Python
1 import pdps
2 import ftu
3 import numpy as np
4
5 print’##### ROUTINE␣PYTHON␣CHIAMATA #####’
6
7 #Carico del numero di sparo mediante SHELL
8 #NSHOT = input("Enter the shot number: ");
9 NSHOT =14669
10
11 j=1
12 while j <=12:
13
14 #Scrivere file canale
15 a = ftu.ftudata(NSHOT ,’%e.ecpfast ({0} ,0 ,.15)’.format(j))
16 if a.ok():
17 if j<10:
18 file_output = open(’/afs/fusione.it/user/t/tesi_ifp/Miquel/pdp/\
19 python_output /%e.ecpfast0 {0}. lis’.format(j),’w’)
20 else:
21 file_output = open(’/afs/fusione.it/user/t/tesi_ifp/Miquel/pdp/\
22 python_output /%e.ecpfast {0}. lis’.format(j),’w’)
23 file_output.write(’{0}␣␣{1}\n’.format(NSHOT ,len(a.v)))
24 file_output.write(’%e.ecpfast ({0})␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣<CHANNEL\n’.format(int(j)))
25 file_output.write(’TIME␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣<X␣LABEL\n’)
26 file_output.write(’SEC␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣<X␣UNIT␣\n’)
27 file_output.write(’ECF␣CH01(T:0.773␣M)␣␣␣␣␣␣<Y␣LABEL\n’)
28 file_output.write(’KEV␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣<Y␣UNIT␣\n’)
29 i=0
30 while i<len(a.v):
31 file_output.write(’{0}␣␣␣␣␣{1}\n’.format(a.t[i],a.v[i]))
32 i=i+1
33 file_output.close()
34 else:
35 print(’Canale␣{0}␣non␣trovato ’.format(j))
36
37 #Scrivere file raggi
38 b = ftu.ftudata(NSHOT ,’%e.ecpradie ({0})’.format(j))
39 if b.ok():
40 if j<10:
41 file_output2 = open(’/afs/fusione.it/user/t/tesi_ifp/Miquel/pdp/\
42 python_output /%e.ecpradie0 {0}. lis’.format(j),’w’)
49
43 else:
44 file_output2 = open(’/afs/fusione.it/user/t/tesi_ifp/Miquel/pdp/\
45 python_output /%e.ecpradie {0}. lis’.format(j),’w’)
46 k=0
47 while k<len(b.v):
48 file_output2.write(’{0}␣␣␣␣␣{1}\n’.format(b.t[k],b.v[k]))
49 k=k+1
50 file_output2.close()
51 else:
52 print(’Raggio␣{0}␣non␣trovato ’.format(j))
53
54 j=j+1
55
56 #Scrivere file ECRH
57 c=ftu.ftudata(NSHOT ,’ecrh00.do_4’)
58 file_output = open(\
59 ’/afs/fusione.it/user/t/tesi_ifp/Miquel/pdp/python_output/ecrh00.do_4.lis’,’w’)
60 i=0
61 while i<len(c.v):
62 file_output.write(’{0}␣␣␣{1}\n’.format(c.t[i],c.v[i]))
63 i=i+1
64 file_output.close()
65
66 #Inizio programa fortran
67 print’##### SUBROUTINE␣FORTRAN␣PDP␣CHIAMATA #####’
68 pdps.pdp()
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Appendix E
Code Fortran 90
1 ! ****************************************************************************
2 ! * CALCOLO DEL PROFILO DI DEPOSIZIONE DI POTENZA ECRH NEL PLASMA *
3 ! * *
4 ! * VERSIONE 16 - 20/11/2015 - MIQUEL PALLICER *
5 ! ****************************************************************************
6
7 ! CARICAMENTO DELLE ISTRUZIONI DA PANELLO
8 ! PUNTI IN CUI SI ACCENDE/SPENGE L’ECRH
9 ! LOOPING SU OGNI CANALE RICHIESTO:
10 ! CARICAMENTO DEI DATTI ESPORTATI DA PYTHON
11 ! FITTING DEL CANALE
12 ! PUNTI SU CUI FARE IL FITTING (SOLO LA PRIMA VOLTA)
13 ! FITTING CON GUSFI3
14 ! DERIVATE DEI FITTING
15 ! INCREMENTO DELLE DERIVATE DEI FITTING
16 ! DETERMINAZIONE DEI RAGGI
17 ! PLOT DELLA TEMPERATURA
18 ! PLOT DEL FITTING DEL CANALE
19 ! PLOT DEL PROFILO DI DEPOSIZIONE DI POTENZA
20 ! MULTIPLOT DEI FITTING
21 ! PLOT DELLA POTENZA ECRH
22 ! PLOT DEL PROFILO DI DENSITA
23
24 subroutine pdp()
25 implicit none
26
27 !Variable declaration
28 integer :: NPREON ,NPREOFF ,NPOSON ,NPOSOFF ,MPREON ,MPOSON ,MPREOFF ,MPOSOFF
29 integer :: NPOINTS ,i,ii ,NCH ,NFITPREON ,NFITPREOFF ,NFITPOSON ,NFITPOSOFF
30 integer :: ON1 ,ON2 ,OFF1 ,OFF2 ,MOD
31 real :: XPREON ,XPOSON ,XPREOFF ,XPOSOFF
32 real :: TCAL ,TDENS ,DERPREON ,DERPOSON ,DERPREOFF ,DERPOSOFF
33 real , dimension (12) :: CHI ,DERIVON ,DERIVOFF ,RADON ,RADOFF
34 real , dimension (:,:), allocatable :: CPREON ,CPREOFF ,CPOSON ,CPOSOFF
35 real , dimension (:,:), allocatable :: SAPREON ,SAPREOFF ,SAPOSON ,SAPOSOFF
36 real , dimension (35) :: XRAD ,YRAD
37 real , dimension (50) :: XDENS ,YDENS
38 reaL , dimension (9500) :: XECRH ,YECRH
39 real , dimension (16400) :: X
40 real , dimension (16400 ,12) :: Y,SIGMA
41 integer , dimension (:), allocatable :: RCH
42 character(len=10), dimension (8) :: CPAN
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43 integer , dimension (21) :: IPAN
44 real , dimension (4) :: RPAN
45 character(len =25) :: CHANNEL
46 character(len =5) :: SHOTNAME
47 character(len =2) :: CODE
48 character :: CODE1 ,CODE2
49 character(len=*), parameter :: HOME="/afs/fusione.it/user/t/tesi_ifp/Miquel/"
50
51 ! ***************** CARICAMENTO DELLE ISTRUZIONI DA PANELLO ******************
52
53 !LETTURA DA PANELLO
54 call readpanel(IPAN ,RPAN ,CPAN ,HOME//"panel_input/panelpdp")
55
56 !Numero di punti su cui fare il fitting
57 NPREON=IPAN (14)
58 NPOSON=IPAN (15)
59 NPREOFF=IPAN (16)
60 NPOSOFF=IPAN (17)
61
62 !Grado della curva di fitting
63 MPREON=IPAN (18)+1
64 allocate(CPREON(MPREON ,12), SAPREON(MPREON ,12))
65 MPOSON=IPAN (19)+1
66 allocate(CPOSON(MPOSON ,12), SAPOSON(MPREON ,12))
67 MPREOFF=IPAN (20)+1
68 allocate(CPREOFF(MPREOFF ,12), SAPREOFF(MPREON ,12))
69 MPOSOFF=IPAN (21)+1
70 allocate(CPOSOFF(MPOSOFF ,12), SAPOSOFF(MPREON ,12))
71
72 !Canali richiesti
73 NCH=0
74 do i=1,12
75 if(IPAN(i+1).eq.1) then
76 NCH=NCH+1
77 end if
78 end do
79 allocate(RCH(NCH))
80 NCH=0
81 do i=1,12
82 if(IPAN(i+1).eq.1) then
83 NCH=NCH+1
84 RCH(NCH)=i
85 end if
86 end do
87
88 ! ****************** PUNTI IN CUI SI ACCENDE/SPENGE L’ECRH *******************
89
90 if(CPAN (8)==’M’)then
91 XPREON =0.0500
92 XPOSON =0.0502
93 XPREOFF =0.2000
94 XPOSOFF =0.2002
95 else if(CPAN (8)== ’A’)then
96 open(10,file=&
97 &HOME//’pdp/python_output/ecrh00.do_4.lis’,action=’read’,status=’old’)
98 do i=1 ,9500
99 read (10,*) XECRH(i),YECRH(i)
100 end do
101 close (10)
102
103 do i=1 ,9500
104 if(YECRH(i) >0.65. and.YECRH(i+1) >0.65) then
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105 ON1=i
106 XPREON=XECRH(i)
107 exit
108 end if
109 end do
110 do i=ON1 ,9500
111 if(YECRH(i)>1.0.and.YECRH(i+1) >1.0) then
112 ON2=i
113 XPOSON=XECRH(i)
114 exit
115 end if
116 end do
117 do i=ON2 ,9500
118 if(YECRH(i)<1.0.and.YECRH(i+1) <1.0) then
119 OFF1=i
120 XPREOFF=XECRH(i)
121 exit
122 end if
123 end do
124 do i=OFF1 ,9500
125 if(YECRH(i) <0.65. and.YECRH(i+1) <0.65) then
126 OFF2=i
127 XPOSOFF=XECRH(i)
128 exit
129 end if
130 end do
131 end if
132
133 !Inizio loop su ogni canale richiesto
134 do ii=1,NCH
135 write (6,*)
136 write(6,"(A22 ,I2)") ’INIZIO␣LOOP␣SUL␣CANALE␣’,RCH(ii)
137
138 ! **************** CARICAMENTO DEI DATTI ESPORTATI DA PYTHON *****************
139
140 !Scrittura del codice del canale in CODE(string)
141 if(RCH(ii)<10) then
142 CODE1=’0’
143 write(CODE2 ,"(A1)") RCH(ii)+48
144 else if(RCH(ii)>=10) then
145 CODE1=’1’
146 write(CODE2 ,"(A1)") RCH(ii)+38
147 end if
148 CODE=CODE1//CODE2
149
150 !Lettura del canale
151 call readlis(HOME//"pdp/python_output /%e.ecpfast"//CODE//".lis" ,&
152 &X,Y(:,RCH(ii)),CHANNEL ,NPOINTS)
153
154 ! *************************** FITTING DEL CANALE *****************************
155
156 !Punti su cui fare il fitting (solo al primo loop)
157 if(ii==1) then
158 do i=1 ,16400
159 if(X(i)>=XPREON)then
160 write(6,"(A32 ,F8.5)")’**Tempo␣di␣fitting␣(XFITPREON)␣=’,X(i)
161 write(6,"(A32 ,I5)") ’**Punto␣di␣fitting␣(NFITPREON)␣=’,i
162 NFITPREON=i
163 exit
164 end if
165 end do
166 do i=NFITPREON ,16400
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167 if(X(i)>=XPOSON)then
168 write(6,"(A32 ,F8.5)")’**Tempo␣di␣fitting␣(XFITPOSON)␣=’,X(i)
169 write(6,"(A32 ,I5)") ’**Punto␣di␣fitting␣(NFITPOSON)␣=’,i
170 NFITPOSON=i
171 write(6,"(A8,I2)") ’NPIKON␣=’,NFITPOSON -NFITPREON
172 exit
173 end if
174 end do
175 do i=NFITPOSON ,16400
176 if(X(i)>=XPREOFF)then
177 write(6,"(A33 ,F8.5)") ’** Tempo␣di␣fitting␣(XFITPREOFF)␣=’,&
178 &X(i)
179 write(6,"(A33 ,I5)") ’**Punto␣di␣fitting␣(NFITPREOFF)␣=’,i
180 NFITPREOFF=i
181 exit
182 end if
183 end do
184 do i=NFITPREOFF ,16400
185 if(X(i)>=XPOSOFF)then
186 write(6,"(A33 ,F8.5)") ’** Tempo␣di␣fitting␣(XFITPOSOFF)␣=’,&
187 &X(i)
188 write(6,"(A33 ,I5)") ’**Punto␣di␣fitting␣(NFITPOSOFF)␣=’,i
189 NFITPOSOFF=i
190 write(6,"(A9 ,I2)") ’NPIKOFF␣=’,NFITPOSOFF -NFITPREOFF
191 exit
192 end if
193 end do
194 end if
195
196 !Fitting con GUSFI3
197 call GUSFI3(X(NFITPREON -NPREON:NFITPREON -1),&
198 &Y(NFITPREON -NPREON:NFITPREON -1,RCH(ii)),SIGMA ,NPREON ,MPREON ,MOD ,&
199 &CPREON(:,RCH(ii)),CHI(RCH(ii)),SAPREON(:,RCH(ii)))
200 print*,’Coefficienti␣fitting␣PREON:␣’,CPREON(:,RCH(ii))
201
202 call GUSFI3(X(NFITPOSON:NFITPOSON+NPOSON -1),&
203 &Y(NFITPOSON:NFITPOSON+NPOSON -1,RCH(ii)),SIGMA ,NPOSON ,MPOSON ,MOD ,&
204 &CPOSON(:,RCH(ii)),CHI(RCH(ii)),SAPOSON(:,RCH(ii)))
205 print*,’Coefficienti␣fitting␣POSON:␣’,CPOSON(:,RCH(ii))
206
207 call GUSFI3(X(NFITPREOFF -NPREOFF:NFITPREOFF -1),&
208 &Y(NFITPREOFF -NPREOFF:NFITPREOFF -1,RCH(ii)),SIGMA ,NPREOFF ,MPREOFF ,MOD ,&
209 &CPREOFF(:,RCH(ii)),CHI(RCH(ii)),SAPREOFF(:,RCH(ii)))
210 print*,’Coefficienti␣fitting␣PREOFF:␣’,CPREOFF(:,RCH(ii))
211
212 call GUSFI3(X(NFITPOSOFF:NFITPOSOFF+NPOSOFF -1),&
213 &Y(NFITPOSOFF:NFITPOSOFF+NPOSOFF -1,RCH(ii)),SIGMA ,NPOSOFF ,MPOSOFF ,MOD ,&
214 &CPOSOFF(:,RCH(ii)),CHI(RCH(ii)),SAPOSOFF(:,RCH(ii)))
215 print*,’Coefficienti␣fitting␣POSOFF:␣’,CPOSOFF(:,RCH(ii))
216
217 !Derivate del fitting
218 if(MPREON ==2) then
219 DERPREON=CPREON(2,RCH(ii))
220 else if(MPREON ==3) then
221 DERPREON=CPREON(2,RCH(ii))+ CPREON(3,RCH(ii ))*2*X(NFITPREON -1)
222 else
223 write (6,*)’ERROR ,␣"MPREON"␣=␣’,MPREON ,’␣(SHOULD␣BE␣2␣OR␣3)’
224 end if
225
226 if(MPOSON ==2) then
227 DERPOSON=CPOSON(2,RCH(ii))
228 else if(MPOSON ==3) then
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229 DERPOSON=CPOSON(2,RCH(ii))+ CPOSON(3,RCH(ii ))*2*X(NFITPOSON)
230 else
231 write (6,*)’ERROR ,␣"MPOSON"␣=␣’,MPOSON ,’␣(SHOULD␣BE␣2␣OR␣3)’
232 end if
233
234 if(MPREOFF ==2) then
235 DERPREOFF=CPREOFF(2,RCH(ii))
236 else if(MPREOFF ==3) then
237 DERPREOFF=CPREOFF(2,RCH(ii))+ CPREOFF(3,RCH(ii))*2*X(NFITPREOFF -1)
238 else
239 write (6,*)’ERROR ,␣"MPREOFF"␣=␣’,MPREOFF ,’␣(SHOULD␣BE␣2␣OR␣3)’
240 end if
241
242 if(MPOSOFF ==2) then
243 DERPOSOFF=CPOSOFF(2,RCH(ii))
244 else if(MPOSOFF ==3) then
245 DERPOSOFF=CPOSOFF(2,RCH(ii))+ CPOSOFF(3,RCH(ii))*2*X(NFITPOSOFF)
246 else
247 write (6,*)’ERROR ,␣"MPOSOFF"␣=␣’,MPOSOFF ,’␣(SHOULD␣BE␣2␣OR␣3)’
248 end if
249
250 !Incremento delle derivate del fitting
251 DERIVON(RCH(ii))= DERPOSON -DERPREON
252 DERIVOFF(RCH(ii))= DERPOSOFF -DERPREOFF
253
254 ! ************************* DETERMINAZIONE DEI RAGGI *************************
255
256 open(10,file=&
257 &HOME//’pdp/python_output /%e.ecpradie ’//CODE//’.lis’,action=’read’,status=’old’)
258 do i=1,35
259 read (10,*) XRAD(i),YRAD(i)
260 end do
261 close (10)
262
263 do i=1,35
264 if(XRAD(i)>=XPREON)then
265 RADON(RCH(ii))= YRAD(i-1)
266 exit
267 end if
268 end do
269 do i=1,35
270 if(XRAD(i)>=XPREOFF)then
271 RADOFF(RCH(ii))= YRAD(i-1)
272 exit
273 end if
274 end do
275
276 ! ************************** PLOT DELLA TEMPERATURA **************************
277
278 if(CPAN (1)==’Y’)then
279
280 !Scrittura dei files della temperatura (ALL.DAT)
281 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_all.dat’)
282 do i=1,NPOINTS
283 write (10 ,*) X(i),Y(i,RCH(ii))
284 end do
285 close (10)
286
287 !Plot (ALL.DAT) --> [ALL]
288 call plot(&
289 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_all.dat’,&
290 &’none’,’none’,&
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291 &’Y’,’N’,’N’,&
292 &’␣’,’␣’,’␣’,&
293 &’gif’,&
294 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_all.gif’)
295
296 end if
297
298 ! *********************** PLOT DEL FITTING DEL CANALE ************************
299
300 if(CPAN (2)==’Y’)then
301
302 !Scrittura del file dei datti d’interesse in accesa
303 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_intON.dat’)
304 do i=NFITPREON -NPREON ,NFITPOSON+NPOSON -1
305 write (10 ,*) X(i),Y(i,RCH(ii))
306 end do
307 close (10)
308
309 !Scrittura del file dei datti fittati subito prima l’accesa
310 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_preON.dat’)
311 if(MPREON ==2) then
312 do i=NFITPREON -NPREON ,NFITPREON -1
313 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPREON(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)* CPREON(2,RCH(ii)))
314 end do
315 else if(MPREON ==3) then
316 do i=NFITPREON -NPREON ,NFITPREON -1
317 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPREON(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)* CPREON(2,RCH(ii))+&
318 &X(i)*X(i)* CPREON(3,RCH(ii)))
319 end do
320 endif
321 close (10)
322
323 !Scrittura del file dei datti fittati subito dopo l’accesa
324 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_posON.dat’)
325 if(MPOSON ==2) then
326 do i=NFITPOSON ,NFITPOSON+NPOSON -1
327 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPOSON(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)* CPOSON(2,RCH(ii)))
328 end do
329 else if(MPOSON ==3) then
330 do i=NFITPOSON ,NFITPOSON+NPOSON -1
331 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPOSON(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)* CPOSON(2,RCH(ii))+&
332 &X(i)*X(i)* CPOSON(3,RCH(ii)))
333 end do
334 end if
335 close (10)
336
337 !Plot del fitting del canale in accesa
338 call plot(&
339 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_intON.dat’,&
340 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_preON.dat’,&
341 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_posON.dat’,&
342 &’Y’,’Y’,’Y’,&
343 &’␣’,’␣’,’␣’,&
344 &’gif’,&
345 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_fitON.gif’)
346
347 !Scrittura del file dei datti d’interesse in spegnimento
348 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_intOFF.dat’)
349 do i=NFITPREOFF -NPREOFF ,NFITPOSOFF+NPOSOFF -1
350 write (10 ,*) X(i),Y(i,RCH(ii))
351 end do
352 close (10)
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353
354 !Scrittura del file dei datti fittati subito prima lo spegnimento
355 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_preOFF.dat’)
356 if(MPREOFF ==2) then
357 do i=NFITPREOFF -NPREOFF ,NFITPREOFF -1
358 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPREOFF(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)*&
359 &CPREOFF(2,RCH(ii)))
360 end do
361 else if(MPREOFF ==3) then
362 do i=NFITPREOFF -NPREOFF ,NFITPREOFF -1
363 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPREOFF(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)*&
364 &CPREOFF(2,RCH(ii))+X(i)*X(i)* CPREOFF(3,RCH(ii)))
365 end do
366 endif
367 close (10)
368
369 !Scrittura del file dei datti fittati subito dopo lo spegnimento
370 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_posOFF.dat’)
371 if(MPOSOFF ==2) then
372 do i=NFITPOSOFF ,NFITPOSOFF+NPOSOFF -1
373 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPOSOFF(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)*&
374 &CPOSOFF(2,RCH(ii)))
375 end do
376 else if(MPOSOFF ==3) then
377 do i=NFITPOSOFF ,NFITPOSOFF+NPOSOFF -1
378 write (10 ,*) X(i),(CPOSOFF(1,RCH(ii))+X(i)* CPOSOFF(2,RCH(ii))+&
379 &X(i)*X(i)* CPOSOFF(3,RCH(ii)))
380 end do
381 end if
382 close (10)
383
384 !Plot del fitting del canale in spegnimento
385 call plot(&
386 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_intOFF.dat’,&
387 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_preOFF.dat’,&
388 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_posOFF.dat’,&
389 &’Y’,’Y’,’Y’,&
390 &’␣’,’␣’,’␣’,&
391 &’gif’,&
392 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecpfast ’//CODE//’_fitOFF.gif’)
393
394 end if
395
396 !Fine loop su ogni calae richiesto
397 end do
398
399 ! **************** PLOT DEL PROFILO DI DEPOSIZIONE DI POTENZA ****************
400
401 if(CPAN (3)==’Y’)then
402
403 !Scrittura del file del "pdp" in accesa
404 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast_pdpON.dat’)
405 do i=1,NCH
406 write (10 ,*) RADON(RCH(i)),DERIVON(RCH(i))
407 end do
408 close (10)
409
410 !Plot del profilo di deposizione di potenza in accesa
411 call plot(&
412 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast_pdpON.dat’,&
413 &’none’,&
414 &’none’,&
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415 &’Y’,’N’,’N’,&
416 &’␣’,’␣’,’␣’,&
417 &’gif’,&
418 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecpfast_pdpON.gif’)
419
420 !Scrittura del file del "pdp" in spegnimento
421 open(10,file=HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast_pdpOFF.dat’)
422 do i=1,NCH
423 write (10 ,*) RADOFF(RCH(i)),DERIVOFF(RCH(i))
424 end do
425 close (10)
426
427 !Plot del profilo di deposizione di potenza in spegnimento
428 call plot(&
429 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast_pdpOFF.dat’,&
430 &’none’,&
431 &’none’,&
432 &’Y’,’N’,’N’,&
433 &’␣’,’␣’,’␣’,&
434 &’gif’,&
435 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecpfast_pdpOFF.gif’)
436
437 end if
438
439 ! ************************** MULTIPLOT DEI FITTING ***************************
440
441 if(CPAN (4)==’Y’)then
442
443 !Multiplot dei fitting in accesa
444 call multiplot (&
445 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’,’ON’,&
446 &’gif’,&
447 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecpfast_multiON.gif’,&
448 &CPAN(5),IPAN)
449
450 !Multiplot dei fitting in spegnimento
451 call multiplot (&
452 &HOME//’pdp/data_output/ecpfast ’,’OFF’,&
453 &’gif’,&
454 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecpfast_multiOFF.gif’,&
455 &CPAN(5),IPAN)
456
457 end if
458
459 ! ************************* PLOT DELLA POTENZA ECRH **************************
460
461 if(CPAN (6)== ’Y’)then
462
463 !Plot della potenza ECRH
464 call plot(&
465 &HOME//’pdp/python_output/ecrh00.do_4.lis’,&
466 &’none’,&
467 &’none’,&
468 &’Y’,’N’,’N’,&
469 &’␣’,’␣’,’␣’,&
470 &’gif’,&
471 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/ecrh00.do_4.gif’)
472
473 end if
474
475 ! ************************ PLOT DEL PROFILO DI DENSITA ************************
476
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477 if(CPAN (7)==’Y’)then
478
479 !Scrittura del file del profilo di densita
480 call readlis(HOME//"pdp/python_output/$side3ds.lis",&
481 &XDENS ,YDENS ,CHANNEL ,NPOINTS)
482 open(10,file=HOME//"pdp/data_output/$side3ds.dat")
483 do i=1,NPOINTS
484 write (10 ,*) XDENS(i),YDENS(i)
485 end do
486 close (10)
487
488 !Plot (SIDE3DS) --> [DENS]
489 call plot(&
490 &HOME//’pdp/python_output/$side3ds.lis’,&
491 &’none’,&
492 &’none’,&
493 &’Y’,’N’,’N’,&
494 &’␣’,’␣’,’␣’,&
495 &’gif’,&
496 &HOME//’pdp/plot_output/side3ds.gif’)
497
498 end if
499
500 end subroutine pdp
501
502 !
503 ! ***************************************************************************
504 ! * SUBROUTINE READPANEL *
505 ! ***************************************************************************
506 !
507
508 subroutine readpanel(IPAN ,RPAN ,CPAN ,FILEDIR)
509 implicit none
510
511 !Variable declaration
512 integer , dimension (*), intent(out) :: IPAN
513 real , dimension (*), intent(out) :: RPAN
514 character(len=10), dimension (*), intent(out) :: CPAN
515 character(len=*), intent(in) :: FILEDIR
516
517 !Local variables
518 integer :: IO,NUM
519 character(len =80) :: Z
520 character(len =5) :: CODE
521 character(len =10) :: FORMAT
522
523 !Statements
524 open(15,file=FILEDIR)
525 do
526 read(15,"(A75)",iostat=IO) Z
527 if(IO >0) then
528 write (6,*) ’Check␣input.␣Something␣was␣wrong’
529 exit
530 else if(IO <0) then
531 exit
532 else if(IO==0. and.Z(1:1)== ’#’) then
533 read(Z(1:5),"(A5)") CODE
534 read(Z(6:7),"(I2)") NUM
535 read(Z(10:17) ,"(A10)") FORMAT
536 select case(CODE)
537 case(’#CPAN’)
538 read(Z(18:27) , FORMAT) CPAN(NUM)
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539 case(’#IPAN’)
540 read(Z(18:27) , FORMAT) IPAN(NUM)
541 case(’#RPAN’)
542 read(Z(18:27) , FORMAT) RPAN(NUM)
543 case default
544 write (6,*) ’CODE␣MISSPELLED␣FROM␣PANEL ’
545 end select
546 end if
547 end do
548 close (15)
549 end subroutine readpanel
550
551 !
552 ! ***************************************************************************
553 ! * SUBROUTINE READLIS *
554 ! ***************************************************************************
555 !
556
557 subroutine readlis(FILEDIR ,XDATA ,YDATA ,CHANNEL ,NPOINTS)
558 implicit none
559
560 !Variable declaration
561 character (*), intent(in) :: FILEDIR
562 real , dimension (*), intent(out) :: XDATA ,YDATA
563 integer , intent(out) :: NPOINTS
564
565 !Local variable
566 integer :: i,IOS ,NSHOT ,NLINES
567 character(len =25) :: CHANNEL ,XLABEL ,XUNIT ,YLABEL ,YUNIT
568
569 !Reading the header
570 open(14,file=FILEDIR ,action=’read’,status=’old’,iostat=IOS)
571 read (14,*)NSHOT ,NLINES
572 NPOINTS=NLINES -6
573 read (14,*) CHANNEL
574 read (14,*) XLABEL
575 read (14,*) XUNIT
576 read (14,*) YLABEL
577 read (14,*) YUNIT
578 do i=1,NPOINTS
579 read (14,*) XDATA(i),YDATA(i)
580 end do
581 close (14)
582
583 end subroutine readlis
584
585 !
586 ! ***************************************************************************
587 ! * SUBROUTINE PLOT *
588 ! ***************************************************************************
589 !
590
591 subroutine plot(DF1 ,DF2 ,DF3 ,L1,L2 ,L3,ATR1 ,ATR2 ,ATR3 ,TERM ,OUTNAME)
592 implicit none
593
594 !Variable declaration
595 character :: L1,L2,L3
596 character(len=*), intent(in) :: DF1 ,DF2 ,DF3 ,TERM ,OUTNAME
597 character(len=*), intent(in) :: ATR1 ,ATR2 ,ATR3 !Additional atributes
598
599 !Create a GNUPLOT command file
600 open(16,file=’gp.txt’)
60
601 write (16,*) ’set␣terminal␣’//TERM
602 write (16,*) ’set␣output␣"’// OUTNAME //’"’
603 write (16,*) ’plot␣"’//DF1//’"␣lt␣rgb␣"red"\’
604 if(L1==’Y’)then
605 write (16,*) ’with␣lines␣\’
606 end if
607 if(ATR1/=’␣’)then
608 write (16,*) ’"␣’//ATR1//’\’
609 end if
610 if(DF2/=’none’)then
611 write (16,*) ’,"’//DF2//’"␣lt␣rgb␣"blue"\’
612 if(L2==’Y’)then
613 write (16,*) ’with␣lines␣\’
614 end if
615 if(ATR2/=’␣’)then
616 write (16,*) ’"␣’//ATR2//’\’
617 end if
618 end if
619 if(DF3/=’none’)then
620 write (16,*) ’,"’//DF3//’"␣lt␣rgb␣"blue"\’
621 if(L3==’Y’)then
622 write (16,*) ’with␣lines␣\’
623 end if
624 if(ATR3/=’␣’)then
625 write (16,*) ’"␣’//ATR3//’\’
626 end if
627 end if
628 close(16, status=’KEEP’)
629
630 !Create plot and clean file
631 call system(’gnuplot␣gp.txt’)
632 call system(’rm␣gp.txt’)
633 !print *, ’plot ’//OUTNAME//’ created ’
634
635 end subroutine plot
636
637 !
638 ! ***************************************************************************
639 ! * SUBROUTINE MULTIPLOT *
640 ! ***************************************************************************
641 !
642
643 subroutine multiplot(DF ,ONOFF ,TERMINAL ,OUTNAME ,PLOTSIZE ,IPAN)
644 implicit none
645
646 !Variable declaration
647 character(len=*), intent(in) :: DF,ONOFF ,TERMINAL ,OUTNAME ,PLOTSIZE
648 integer , dimension (*), intent(in) :: IPAN
649
650 !Local variable
651 real , dimension (12 ,2) :: ori
652 character(len=2), dimension (12) :: CC
653 integer :: i
654
655 !Origin initiate
656 ori (1 ,1)=0.0
657 ori (2 ,1)=0.33333333
658 ori (3 ,1)=0.66666666
659 ori (4 ,1)=0.0
660 ori (5 ,1)=0.33333333
661 ori (6 ,1)=0.66666666
662 ori (7 ,1)=0.0
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663 ori (8 ,1)=0.33333333
664 ori (9 ,1)=0.66666666
665 ori (10 ,1)=0.0
666 ori (11 ,1)=0.33333333
667 ori (12 ,1)=0.66666666
668 ori (1 ,2)=0.75
669 ori (2 ,2)=0.75
670 ori (3 ,2)=0.75
671 ori (4 ,2)=0.5
672 ori (5 ,2)=0.5
673 ori (6 ,2)=0.5
674 ori (7 ,2)=0.25
675 ori (8 ,2)=0.25
676 ori (9 ,2)=0.25
677 ori (10 ,2)=0.0
678 ori (11 ,2)=0.0
679 ori (12 ,2)=0.0
680
681 !Character Code Initiate
682 CC(1)=’01’
683 CC(2)=’02’
684 CC(3)=’03’
685 CC(4)=’04’
686 CC(5)=’05’
687 CC(6)=’06’
688 CC(7)=’07’
689 CC(8)=’08’
690 CC(9)=’09’
691 CC(10)=’10’
692 CC(11)=’11’
693 CC(12)=’12’
694
695 !Create a GNUPLOT command file
696 open(17,file=’gp.txt’)
697 write (17 ,*) ’set␣terminal␣’// TERMINAL //’␣size␣’// PLOTSIZE
698 write (17 ,*) ’set␣output␣"’// OUTNAME //’"’
699 write (17 ,*) ’unset␣key’
700 write (17 ,*) ’unset␣tics’
701 write (17 ,*) ’set␣multiplot ’
702 do i=1,12
703 if(IPAN(i+1)==1) then
704 write (17 ,*) ’set␣size␣0.333 ,0.25’
705 write (17 ,*) ’set␣origin␣’,ori(i,1),’,’,ori(i,2)
706 write (17 ,*) ’plot␣"’&
707 &//DF//CC(i)//’_int’//onoff //’.dat"␣lt␣rgb␣"red"␣with␣lines ,␣"’&
708 &//DF//CC(i)//’_pre’//ONOFF //’.dat"␣lt␣rgb␣"blue"␣with␣lines ,␣"’&
709 &//DF//CC(i)//’_pos’//ONOFF //’.dat"␣lt␣rgb␣"blue"␣with␣lines ’
710 end if
711 end do
712 close(17, status=’KEEP’)
713
714 !Create plot and clean file
715 call system(’gnuplot␣gp.txt’)
716 call system(’rm␣gp.txt’)
717 !print *, ’plot ’//OUTNAME//’ created ’
718
719 end subroutine multiplot
720
721 !
722 ! ***************************************************************************
723 ! * SUBROUTINE GUSFI3 *
724 ! ***************************************************************************
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725 !
726 SUBROUTINE GUSFI3(X,Y,SIGMAY ,NPTS ,NTERMS ,MODE ,A,CHISQR ,SA)
727 DOUBLE PRECISION SUMX ,SUMY ,XTERM ,YTERM ,ARRAY ,CHISQ ,SCARTO
728 DOUBLE PRECISION SY1 ,SY2 ,SY3 ,SH,SK ,SJ
729 DIMENSION X(*),Y(*), SIGMAY (*),A(*),SA(*)
730 DIMENSION SUMX (19), SUMY (10), ARRAY (10 ,10)
731 !
732 ! FITTING POLINOMIO DI GRADO 1 O 2 CON IL CALCOLO DELLO
733 ! SCARTO QUADRATICO SUI COEFFICIENTI DEL POLINOMIO
734 ! INPUT: X -> COORDINATA INDIPENDENTE
735 ! Y -> PUNTI DA FITTARE
736 ! SIGMAY -> ERRORE SUGLI Y
737 ! NPTS -> NUMERO DI PUNTI DEI VETTORI PRECEDENTI
738 ! NTERMS -> ORDINE +1 DEL POLINOMIO DI FITTING
739 ! ******************* NTERMS =2 O 3 !!!!!!!********
740 ! MODE = 0 DATI NON PESATI
741 ! =1 PESO = 1/ SIGMAY **2
742 ! =-1 POISSON
743 ! A -> VETTORE CONTENENTE I COEFFICIENTI
744 ! CHISQR -> CHISQEAR RIDOTTO
745 ! SA -> VETTORE CONTENETE IL QUADRATO
746 ! DELL ’ERRORE SUI PARAMETRI
747 ! COPIATA DAL BEVINGHTON E ADATTATA PER LO SCARTO SUI
748 ! PARAMETRI ------- GRANUCCI --------
749 !
750 ! ACCUMULO LE SOMME PESATE
751 11 NMAX =2*NTERMS -1
752 DO 13 N=1,NMAX
753 13 SUMX(N)=0.
754 DO 15 J=1,NTERMS
755 SA(J)=0.
756 15 SUMY(J)=0.
757 CHISQ =0.
758 21 DO 50 I=1,NPTS
759 XI=X(I)
760 YI=Y(I)
761 31 IF(MODE) 32,37,39
762 32 IF(YI) 35,37,33
763 33 WEIGHT =1./YI
764 GOTO 41
765 35 WEIGHT =1./(-YI)
766 GOTO 41
767 37 WEIGHT =1.
768 GOTO 41
769 39 WEIGHT =1./ SIGMAY(I)**2
770 41 XTERM=WEIGHT
771 DO 44 N=1,NMAX
772 SUMX(N)=SUMX(N)+XTERM
773 44 XTERM=XTERM*XI
774 45 YTERM=WEIGHT*YI
775 DO 48 N=1,NTERMS
776 SUMY(N)=SUMY(N)+YTERM
777 48 YTERM=YTERM*XI
778 49 CHISQ=CHISQ+WEIGHT*YI**2
779 50 CONTINUE
780 !
781 ! COSTRUZIONE DELLE MATRICI E CALCOLO DEI COEFFICIENTI
782 !
783 51 DO 54 J=1,NTERMS
784 DO 54 K=1,NTERMS
785 N=J+K-1
786 54 ARRAY(J,K)= SUMX(N)
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787 DELTA=DETERM(ARRAY ,NTERMS)
788 IF(DELTA) 61,57,61
789 57 CHISQR =0.
790 DO 59 J=1,NTERMS
791 59 A(J)=0.
792 GOTO 80
793 61 DO 70 L=1,NTERMS
794 62 DO 66 J=1,NTERMS
795 DO 65 K=1,NTERMS
796 N=J+K-1
797 65 ARRAY(J,K)=SUMX(N)
798 66 ARRAY(J,L)=SUMY(J)
799 70 A(L)= DETERM(ARRAY ,NTERMS )/DELTA
800 !
801 ! CALCOLO DEL CHISQR
802 !
803 71 DO 75 J=1,NTERMS
804 CHISQ=CHISQ -2.*A(J)*SUMY(J)
805 DO 75 K=1,NTERMS
806 N=J+K-1
807 75 CHISQ=CHISQ+A(J)*A(K)*SUMX(N)
808 76 FREE=NPTS -NTERMS
809 77 CHISQR=CHISQ/FREE
810 !
811 ! CALCOLO DELLO SCARTO QUADRATICO MEDIO DEL PARAMETRO
812 ! PER LA DETERRMINAZIONE DELLA DERIVATA PRIMA
813 SY1 =0.
814 SY2 =0.
815 SY3 =0.
816 DO 82 I=1,NPTS
817 SY1=SY1+(Y(I)-A(1)-A(2)*X(I)-A(3)*X(I)**2)**2
818 SY2=SY2+(X(I)*(Y(I)-A(1)-A(2)*X(I)-A(3)*X(I)**2))**2
819 SY3=SY3+(X(I)*X(I)*(Y(I)-A(1)-A(2)*X(I)-A(3)*X(I)**2))**2
820 IF(MODE.EQ.1) THEN
821 DO 83 N=1,NMAX
822 83 SUMX(N)=0.
823 XTERM =1.
824 DO 84 N=1,NMAX
825 SUMX(N)=SUMX(N)+ XTERM
826 84 XTERM=XTERM*X(I)
827 ENDIF
828 82 CONTINUE
829 SY1=SY1/FREE
830 SY2=SY2/FREE
831 SY3=SY3/FREE
832 SH=(SUMX (4)* SUMX(3)-SUMX (2)* SUMX (5))/ DELTA
833 SK=(SUMX (1)* SUMX(5)-SUMX (3)* SUMX (3))/ DELTA
834 SJ=(SUMX (3)* SUMX(2)-SUMX (1)* SUMX (4))/ DELTA
835 DO 81 I=1,NTERMS
836 SA(I)=SY1*SH**2+ SY2*SK**2+ SY3*SJ**2
837 81 CONTINUE
838 CHISQR=SY1
839 80 RETURN
840 END
841 !
842 !
843 ! FUNZIONE DI CALCOLO DEL DETERMINANTE DI MATRICE
844 ! QUADRATA
845 !
846 ! PARAMETRI: ARRAY -->MATRICE
847 ! NORDER --> GRADO DELLA MATRICE
848 ! NOTE: QUESTO SOTTOPROGRAMMA DISTRUGGE LA MATRICE
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849 ! IN INGRESSO ARRAY
850 ! I DIMENSIONAMENTI SONO PER MATRICE FINO A GRADO 10
851 FUNCTION DETERM(ARRAY ,NORDER)
852 DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY ,SAVE
853 DIMENSION ARRAY (10 ,10)
854 10 DETERM =1.
855 11 DO 50 K=1,NORDER
856 IF(ARRAY(K,K)) 41,21,41
857 21 DO 23 J=K,NORDER
858 IF(ARRAY(K,J)) 31,23,31
859 23 CONTINUE
860 DETERM =0.
861 GOTO 60
862 31 DO 34 I=K,NORDER
863 SAVE=ARRAY(I,J)
864 ARRAY(I,J)=ARRAY(I,K)
865 34 ARRAY(I,K)=SAVE
866 DETERM=-DETERM
867 !
868 ! SOTTRAZIONE RIGA K-ESIMA DALLE RIGHE INFERIORI PER
869 ! AVERE UNA MATRICE DIAGONALE
870 !
871 41 DETERM=DETERM*ARRAY(K,K)
872 IF(K-NORDER) 43,50,50
873 43 K1=K+1
874 DO 46 I=K1,NORDER
875 DO 46 J=K1,NORDER
876 46 ARRAY(I,J)=ARRAY(I,J)-ARRAY(I,K)* ARRAY(K,J)/ARRAY(K,K)
877 50 CONTINUE
878 60 RETURN
879 END
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